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Annotation 
Diploma thesis „Analyses of public higher education funding in Czech Republic- 
implementation of changes“  deals with setting the rules and principles of higher education  
institutions funding in Czech Republic and analyzes the situation in funding after year 2006. 
The thesis  outlines  its view on the universities budget and its function by clarifying the 
function of public budgets and it clarifies the constitution of higher education as a mixed good 
with externalities. Funding of higher institutions is a tool in the hands of the state, which helps 
to influence the higher education politics.For better understanding the current situation, the 
thesis is using the description of evolution in higher education funding after year 1989. 
Another important aspect is the international context, therefore , the thesis peeks into the 
setting up the system of  higher education funding in chosen states and implements detected 
knowledge into the wider context. Using case study research design the thesis makes clear the 
evolution in funding after year 2006 and formulates the implication for public policy. 
 
